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Many contemporary texts include shortcuts, such as cu or phones4u.The aim of this study
was to investigate how the meanings of shortcuts are retrieved. A primed lexical decision
paradigm was used with shortcuts and the corresponding words as primes. The target
word was associatively related to the meaning of the whole prime (cu/see you – goodbye),
to a component of the prime (cu/see you – look), or unrelated to the prime. In Experiment
1, primes were presented for 57ms. For both word and shortcut primes, responses were
faster to targets preceded by whole-related than by unrelated primes. No priming from
component-related primes was found. In Experiment 2, the prime duration was 1000ms.
The priming effect seen in Experiment 1 was replicated. Additionally, there was priming
from component-related word primes, but not from component-related shortcut primes.
These results indicate that the meanings of shortcuts can be retrieved without translating
them ﬁrst into corresponding words.
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INTRODUCTION
Over the past two decades, the English language has undergone
substantial change due to the introduction and rapid spread of
SMSshortcuts,suchasgr8,cu,orphones4u.Shortcutsareusednot
only in emails and text messages but also in commercials, poetry,
and sometimes even in spoken communication (e.g., lol). There
are prizes awarded for the best SMS message (e.g., the Golden
Thumb; Crystal, 2008), and the 2010 exam for the General Cer-
tiﬁcate of Secondary Education (GCSE) in English language in
the UK included a component assessing the knowledge of short-
cuts(http://www.telegraph.co.uk/education/secondaryeducation/
6574393/GCSE English-exams-to-include-questions-on-text-
messaging.html).
The popularity of shortcuts suggests that both writers and
readers ﬁnd them easy and perhaps fun to use. If readers had
great difﬁculty constructing or remembering the meanings of
shortcuts such as phones4u, brand names and advertising would
quicklychange.Surprisingly,thereappeartobenoempiricalstud-
ies on the ease of writing shortcuts, and only a few studies on
the ease of reading them. These studies will be reviewed below.
There are a number of studies on the processing of conventional
acronyms, such as BBC, some which will also be described below.
Conventional acronyms, much like SMS shortcuts, often violate
the orthographic conventions of the language (e.g., the rule that
only the ﬁrst letter of word can be capitalized). However, many
acronyms are well established in the language (see Izura and Play-
foot, in press, for norms for British English), whereas shortcuts
tend to be “newcomers.” Moreover, conventional acronyms are
used in spoken and written language,whereas the use of shortcuts
is largely conﬁned to written texts. As will be explained below,
Brysbaert et al. (2009) showed that the processing of acronyms is
quitesimilartotheprocessingof regularwords.Thepresentstudy
investigated whether this was also true for shortcuts.
Asnotedthereareonlyahandfulofstudiesontheprocessingof
SMS shortcuts:Perea et al. (2009) showed that sentences that con-
sisted almost exclusively of SMS language were read much more
slowly than conventionally written sentences. Convergent evi-
dence comes from an EEG study by Berger and Coch (2010),who
showedthattheN400effect(i.e.,largerEEGamplitudestoseman-
tically incongruent than to congruent sentence-ﬁnal words in a
time window approximately 400ms after the onset of the critical
stimulus) peaked later and was more extended when participants
read texted English than when they read standard English. How-
ever, in an eye movement study where shortcuts were used spar-
ingly in the sentences, Ganushchak et al. (in press) found longer
ﬁrst-ﬁxation and ﬁrst-run gaze durations for shortcuts than the
wordequivalents,butnodifferencesinsecond-rungazedurations
and total ﬁxation durations. This suggests that shortcuts caused
some difﬁculty in the early stages of word recognition but were
subsequently integrated into the sentence context as easily as con-
ventionally written words. This suggests that shortcuts are harder
torecognize,butthat,oncerecognized,theyareintegratedintothe
sentence context as easily as ordinary words. Additional evidence
supportingthisviewcomesfromaneventrelatedpotentials(ERP)
study by Ganushchak et al. (2010a). Here a lexical decision task
wasused.Participantswereaskedtocategorizeconventionalwords
as words and both shortcuts and pseudo-shortcuts as non-words.
Earlier ERP studies on visual word recognition had shown that
visual features activate letter representations about 150ms after
theonsetofwordpresentation(HolcombandGrainger,2006;Bar-
ber and Kutas, 2007). After about 250ms, a phonological code is
activated and a whole-word representation is accessed (Holcomb
and Grainger, 2006; Barber and Kutas, 2007). Finally, between
250 and 400ms after the word onset, lexical access takes place,
as indexed by the N400 component (Kutas and van Petten, 1994;
Kutas and Federmeier, 2000). Ganushchak et al. (2010a) found
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that ERP responses for SMS shortcuts did not differ from those of
pseudo-shortcuts until about 270ms after stimulus onset. How-
ever, shortcuts and pseudo-shortcuts signiﬁcantly differed from
each other in the N400 window,suggesting that shortcuts,but not
pseudo-shortcuts, activate stored lexical representations. Taken
together, the studies reviewed here suggest that shortcuts differ
from words primarily in the earliest, but not so much in later
processing steps.
Turningtoconventionalacronyms,Besneretal.(1984)showed
thatacronymswereprocessedlikewordsandwerepartofthemen-
tallexiconinspiteof theiroftenatypicalorthography.Besneretal.
(1984)askedparticipantstoidentifytargetlettersinacronymsand
meaningless letter strings.A typical ﬁnding in this task is that par-
ticipantsarefastertoreacttothetargetswhentheyappearinwords
than in pseudo-words. Besner et al. (1984) showed that the same
was true for acronyms: Participants identiﬁed the target letters
signiﬁcantlyfasterinacronymsthaninletterstrings(seealsoColt-
heart,1978;LaszloandFedermeier,2007a). Subsequently,Slattery
et al. (2006) showed that acronyms were phonologically encoded,
with the phonological code being a sequence of letter names. Slat-
tery et al. (2006) tracked the participants’ eye movements while
they were silently reading sentences containing acronyms (e.g.,
FBI agent). The acronyms were preceded by a determiner that was
consistentwiththephonologicalcodeof theacronym(e.g.,anFBI
agent) or inconsistent (a FBI agent). The ﬁrst-ﬁxation durations
were shorter for phonologically consistent than for inconsistent
pairings, which demonstrates that the acronyms were phonolog-
ically encoded (for related evidence see Izura and Playfoot, in
press).
Furthermore,LaszloandFedermeier(2007b,2008)showedthat
the processing of words and acronyms engaged closely related
processes of semantic access. They recorded ERP while partici-
pants read words, familiar acronyms, and illegal letter strings and
focused on repetition priming and its effect on the N400 com-
ponent. Typically the N400 component for words decreases when
words are repeated (e.g., Deacon et al., 2004). No such repetition
effect is observed for illegal letter strings (e.g., Rugg and Nagy,
1987). Laszlo and Federmeier (2007b, 2008) found signiﬁcant
repetition priming effects for words and acronyms, but not for
illegal letter strings, suggesting that the processing of words and
acronyms engage similar processes of semantic access.
The study most closely related to the present work was con-
ductedbyBrysbaertetal.(2009).Inamaskedprimingexperiment,
they replicated the standard ﬁnding that participants were faster
to decide that a target (e.g., ERROR) was a word rather than a
pseudo-word when it was preceded by a brieﬂy presented associa-
tively related prime (MISTAKE) than by an unrelated prime (see
also Neely, 1991; Kouider and Dehaene, 2007; Van den Bussche
et al.,2009). Importantly, a priming effect of the same magnitude
was found when targets were preceded by related vs. unrelated
acronyms(e.g.,MUSICprecededbyMTVvs.CNN).Furthermore,
the priming effect was independent of the case in which primes
were presented. For instance,mtv and mTv primed MUSIC to the
same extent as MTV. Given the short time allowed for the pro-
cessing of the primes, the meanings of the acronyms must have
beenaccesseddirectly,ratherthanviarecodingintothefullforms.
Therefore, Brysbaert and colleagues concluded that, “acronyms
like BBC are part of the mental lexicon” (cf. Brysbaert et al.,
2009, p. 7).
The main goal of the present project was to determine whether
parallel results to those obtained by Brysbaert et al. (2009) for
acronyms would be obtained for shortcuts, which would imply
that both forms of abbreviations are represented in the mental
lexicon and retrieved in similar ways.
To elaborate on what this might entail: in many models of the
mental lexicon, words are represented at three levels: a form level
that represents their phonological and orthographic properties,
a conceptual level, and a lemma level that links form represen-
tations with conceptual representations (e.g., Baayen et al., 1997;
Taft, 2003). One possibility is that conceptual representations of
shortcuts are activated via representations of the full forms they
stand for. Thus, the reader of the shortcut lol might ﬁrst activate
the orthographic and/or phonological form of the phrase laugh
out loud and then the associated lemma and meaning. One would
expect this to take somewhat longer than accessing the meaning
of laugh out loud from the traditional spelling (see also Brysbaert,
1995). Alternatively and especially for highly familiar shortcuts,
readers may have acquired links from the orthographic forms of
theshortcutstotheassociatedlemmas,bypassingaccesstothefull
form.Notethatthelemmaof ashortcutmayormaynotbeshared
with the full form given that the usage and meanings of lol might
be a little different from the meanings of laugh out loud. In other
words, the meaning of a shortcut such as lol might initially be
learned by associating the letter string lol with the full form laugh
out loud (rather than, for instance, love our leader), but once the
link between the orthographic surface form and the meaning of
the shortcut is well established,the activation of the orthographic
orphonologicalformof thefullformmaynotbeneededanymore
when the shortcut is processed.
Experiment 1 of the present study used a similar paradigm to
the one used by Brysbaert et al. (2009) to investigate the prim-
ing effects of shortcuts and the corresponding words on the same
wordtargets.Twotypesof shortcutswerepresented:simpleshort-
cuts replacing single words (gr8 for great) and complex shortcuts
replacingphrases(cuforseeyou).Thetargetwordwasassociatively
related to the meaning of the whole prime (cu/see you – good-
bye), related to a component of the prime (cu/see you – look), or
unrelated to the prime and any of its components. The primes
werepresentedfor57msandprecededbyapatternmask.Masked
prime presentation is often used to limit the time available for
prime processing and to minimize the strategic use of the primes
(Forster, 1998). In addition to trials featuring word targets, there
were trials featuring pseudo-word targets.As in the study by Brys-
baertetal.(2009),participantswereaskedtocategorizethetargets
as words or pseudo-words as quickly as possible.
Wepredictedthattherelatedsimpleandthewhole-relatedword
primes(great forthetargetgood andseeyouforthetargetgoodbye)
shouldfacilitatetheresponsestothetargets.Suchassociativeprim-
ing effects might arise at the lexical level, via spread of activation
between lemmas, or at a conceptual level, via spread of activation
among related concepts (see Collins and Loftus,1975;Ratcliff and
McKoon, 1994; Burgess, 1998; Chwilla et al., 2000; Lucas, 2000;
Hutchison,2003).If thelemmasandmeaningsof shortcutscanbe
retrieveddirectlyfromtheirorthographicforms,withoutrecoding
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intofullforms,thensimpleandwhole-relatedshortcut primes(gr8
forthetargetgood andcu forthetargetgoodbye)shouldalsofacili-
tateresponsestothetargets.Component-relatedword primes(see
you for the target look) might prime the targets, but component-
related shortcut primes (cu for the target look) should not do so.
In other words, cu should not prime look if c is not linked to see.
In contrast,if lexical access to shortcuts is mediated through their
full forms, there should be no priming from any shortcut primes,
because there is no time to access the full form in the masked
condition.
EXPERIMENT 1: MASKED PRIMING
METHODS
Participants
Twenty-four students of the University of Birmingham (23
female) took part in the experiment (average age: 19.1years,
SD=0.9years).Allparticipantswereright-handednativespeakers
of English and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Partic-
ipants gave written informed consent prior to participating in the
study. Participants received course credits for their participation.
Three female participants reported to be able to read the primes.
Their data were excluded from the analysis.
Materials and design
The experimental stimuli consisted of 60 word targets and 60
pseudo-word targets. Pseudo-words were selected from the Eng-
lish Lexicon Project, a data base including naming and lexical
decision latencies for over 40,000 words and over 40,000 pseudo-
words collected from 1200 participants (Balota et al., 2007). The
pseudo-words were matched to the target words in length (on
average 5.5 characters, SD=1.8, ranging from 3 to 12 charac-
ters) and number of syllables (on average 1.5 characters,SD=0.6,
ranging from 1 to 3 syllables). Twenty of the targets appeared in
the simple-short conditions (seeAppendix). They were combined
with four primes: a related shortcut (e.g.,2day for now),a related
word (today), an unrelated shortcut (ppl), and an unrelated word
(people). Twenty further targets were combined in the same way
with complex whole-related shortcuts and their word equivalents.
As there were not many complex shortcuts, pairs of targets with
related meanings were combined with the same set of primes. For
instance,the targets gift and present were both combined with the
primes4uandforyouintherelatedconditionsandwiththeprimes
cu and see you in the unrelated conditions. The remaining 20 tar-
gets were combined with component-related primes. Again, pairs
of targets were coupled with the same primes. Moreover, these
primes were the same as those used in the complex whole-related
conditions.Forinstance,thetargetsmyself andselfwerecombined
with the same primes as the targets gift and present, namely 4u,
four you,cu and seeyou (see Table 1 for the prime characteristics).
The related pairs were selected based on a pre-test question-
naire in which 24 undergraduate students of the University of
Birmingham were presented with a list of 63 familiar shortcuts.
They were asked to write down the ﬁrst associate that came to
mind. From that list, the 30 shortcuts (20 simple and 10 complex
shortcuts) with the most frequent associates were chosen (sim-
ple: association strength 23%; SD=0.1; complex whole-related:
associationstrength22%;SD=0.2).Thecomponent-relatedpairs
T a b l e1|P r i m ec h a r a c t e r istics: average length of the prime (number of
characters, SDs in parentheses).
Prime type Length of the prime
SIMPLE
Shortcuts 3.3 (1.1)
Words 6.1 (2.4)
COMPLEX
Shortcuts 3.0 (0.9)
Words 9.5 (3.3)
were selected from the University of South Florida Association
Norms (Nelson et al., 1998), which lists semantic association rat-
ings for English word pairs (associate strength: 19%; SD=0.2).
There were no signiﬁcant differences between the item groups (all
ts<2).
The following conditions were used: (1) targets related to sim-
ple shortcuts and their spelled-out equivalents (gr8/great – good);
(2) targets related to whole complex shortcuts and their spelled-
out equivalents (cu/see you – goodbye); (3) targets related to a
component of the complex shortcuts and spelled-out equivalents
(cu/seeyou –look).Therewerenocomponent-relatedpairsinvolv-
ing the simple primes because they only replaced a single word.
Unrelated prime target pairs were created by re-combing primes
and targets into semantically unrelated pairs.
Four lists of prime target pairs were created so that no list con-
tained the same target twice. Primes were repeated within lists
but never in the same condition. Each list contained 120 targets
(60 words and 60 pseudo-words, 20 items per condition). Each
participant saw only one of these lists.
Procedure
Participants were tested individually. The experiment was con-
trolled by the software package E-prime 1.2. Stimuli were pre-
sented using a Samsung SyncMaster 753s monitor. The refresh
rate was 75Hz, and the screen resolution was 1024×760 pixels.
The participants’responses were recorded using a keyboard.
All stimuli were presented in black-on-white in the center
of the computer screen. Primes were presented in Courier New
font (12 points). The targets were presented in Courier New
font (20 points). Primes and targets were presented in lower-
case letters. This was done because in SMS/online chat using
capital letters is emotionally loaded (e.g., might indicate annoy-
ing, anger, excitement; Crystal, 2008) and would therefore add
additional semantics to the shortcuts that is not present for the
words.
Eachtrialstartedwiththepresentationof aﬁxationcrossinthe
center of the computer screen for the duration of 500ms. Next a
forward mask was presented for 300ms. The mask consisted of 20
number signs (#) and had the same font and size as the primes.
Then the prime was presented for 57ms,immediately followed by
the target that remained on the screen until a response was given
or a maximum of 3s. A blank screen was presented for 1800ms
between trials.
Participantswereaskedtopressthe“m”-keyofakeyboardwhen
the target was a word and the“z”-key when it was a pseudo-word.
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They were instructed to respond as fast and as accurately as
possible. They were told that each target was preceded by a string
of number signs. The primes were not mentioned in the instruc-
tions. After the experiment, all participants were asked whether
they had been aware of the primes. In addition, they completed
a questionnaire, indicating how often (never, once a year, once a
month, once a week, every 2days, once a day, or several times a
day) they read and wrote each of the shortcuts used in the exper-
iment and then wrote down its meaning. Finally, they indicated
for all prime target pairs they had seen how strongly related the
members of the pair were, using a 5-point scale (1 – not at all
related; 5 – highly related).
Data analysis
Mean reaction times to word targets were submitted to mixed-
effectsmodelanalyses(Brysbaert,2007;Baayenetal.,2008;Quené
and van den Bergh, 2008) using SPSS software. The analyses were
run on non-aggregated data and the degrees of freedom were
derived from the total number of trials (Brysbaert, 2007; Baayen
etal.,2008;QuenéandvandenBergh,2008).ParticipantsandTar-
gets were treated as random factors,Relatedness (related vs. unre-
lated)andPrimeType(shortcutvs.word)asﬁxedfactors.Separate
analyses were run for targets with simple primes, whole-related
complexprimes,andcomponent-relatedcomplexprimes.Priorto
analysis, reaction times below 300ms or above 1500ms (1.3% of
the data) were eliminated and the remaining reaction times were
transformed to their logarithmic values to remove the intrinsic
positiveskewandnon-normalityof thedistribution(Keene,1995;
Limpert et al., 2001; Quené and van den Bergh, 2008).
RESULTS
The participants’ modal response in the questionnaire was that
they read and wrote the shortcuts once a week. On average,
there were 3.2 low-frequency shortcuts (SD=0.7) per participant
(shortcuts used “never” or “once a year”) and 3.6 high-frequency
shortcuts (SD=0.8) per participant (shortcuts used“once a day”
or“several times a day”). For each participant,any shortcuts were
removed from the analysis for which they did not provide the
expectedmeaning[onaverage0.48shortcuts(SD=0.97)perpar-
ticipant]. Furthermore, for each participant any related prime
target pairs were removed that the participant rated as unrelated
[on average 2.09 pairs (SD=1.11) per participant]. This left on
average 18 trials per condition and participant for the analyses.
The error rates for words and non-words were low (2.5 and 2.1%,
respectively) and no error analysis was conducted.
Simple primes
Therewasamaineffectof Relatedness[F(1,346)=4.98;p=0.02;
see Figure 1], with participants being 28ms faster to decide that
a target was a word when it was preceded by a related prime than
when it was preceded by an unrelated prime. There was no effect
of Prime Type [F(1, 346)=1.09;p =0.30] and no interaction
between Relatedness and Prime Type (F<1).
Complex whole-related primes
Therewasamaineffectof Relatedness[F(1,356)=4.53;p=0.03;
see Figure 1], with participants being 28ms faster to decide that
a target was a word when it was preceded by a related prime
than when it was preceded by an unrelated prime. Furthermore,
FIGURE 1 | Results of Experiment 1: mean reaction times (ms) as a function of Relatedness and PrimeType for single-word primes (A), whole-related
complex primes (B) and component-related complex primes (C). Error bars show the SE.
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therewasamaineffectof PrimeType[F(1,356)=4.79;p=0.03]:
Participants were 24ms faster to decide that a target was a word
when it was preceded by a word prime than by a shortcut prime.
The interaction between Relatedness and Prime Type was not
signiﬁcant (F<1).
Complex component-related primes
Neither of the main effects (Relatedness or Prime Type) nor their
interaction was signiﬁcant (all Fs<1).
DISCUSSION
Participants were faster to decide that a target was a word when it
was preceded by an associatively related prime than when it was
preceded by an unrelated prime. This effect was independent of
whethertheprimewasawordorashortcut,anditwasobtainedfor
simple primes (e.g., gr8/great – good) as well as for whole-related
complex primes (e.g.,cu/see you – goodbye;s e eFigure1). In other
words,the related shortcuts primed the targets as much as the full
forms. This suggests that shortcuts were not ﬁrst translated into
their corresponding full forms, but that they activated associated
lemmas and meanings just like full forms.
Lexical decisions were faster after word than shortcut primes.
It has been proposed that in the lexical decision task, the decision
is based on global lexical activity, which is the summed activity in
thementallexicon(PaapandJohansen,1994;GraingerandJacobs,
1996; Coltheart et al., 2001). One might argue that lexical activity
is higher when the prime is a real word than when it is a shortcut
because shortcuts are less frequent and have fewer orthographic
neighbors that they might activate compared to words (see Las-
zlo and Federmeier, 2011). This account predicts that non-word
decision should be slower after word than shortcut primes,as was
observed [simple words: 674ms, SD=193ms; simple shortcuts:
660ms,SD=170ms;complex words:674ms;SD=177ms;com-
plexshortcuts:653ms;SD=181ms;F(1,1,047)=4.49;p=0.03].
In contrast to simple primes (e.g.,gr8/great–good)andwhole-
related complex primes (e.g., cu/see you – goodbye), component-
related primes did not yield any priming (e.g., cu/see you – look),
regardless of their spelling. This was most likely due to the short
primeduration,whichwassufﬁcientforthemeaningof theprime
as a whole to be activated, but did not lead to the activation of
the meanings of the components. To test this hypothesis, a sec-
ond experiment was conducted where the prime duration was
extended to 1000ms. For the simple primes and whole-related
complexprimes,weexpectedtoreplicatetheeffectsofExperiment
1. Additionally, we expected to ﬁnd a signiﬁcant priming effect
from component-related word primes. If the meaning of short-
cuts is indeed retrieved from their form representations without
translationintofullforms,thennoprimingof component-related
shortcut primes should be seen.
EXPERIMENT 2. OVERT PRIMING
METHODS
Participants
Twenty-twostudentsof theUniversityof Birmingham(21female)
took part in the experiment (average age: 19.5years, SD=0.9).
Participants gave written informed consent prior to participating
in the study. All participants were right-handed native speakers
of English and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. They
received course credits for their participation.
Materials and design
The same materials and design were used as in Experiment 1.
Procedure
The same procedure as in Experiment 1 was used, except for an
altered structure of the trials. Each trial started with a ﬁxation
cross for 500ms. Next the prime was presented for 1000ms. This
was followed by a blank screen for 500ms and the target which
was shown until a response was given, up to a maximum of 3s.
RESULTS
As in Experiment 1, the modal response in the questionnaire was
that participants read and wrote the shortcuts once a week, with
on average 2.1 low-frequency shortcuts (SD=1.2) and 2.5 high-
frequencyshortcuts(SD=1.3)perparticipant.Thequestionnaire
datawereusedtoexcludeshortcutsparticipantsdidnotknow[on
average 0.45 shortcuts (SD=0.80) per participant] and related
prime target pairs that they rated as being unrelated [on aver-
age 2.05 pairs (SD=1.09) per participant]. The error rates for
words and pseudo-words were very low (2.2 and 2.1%, respec-
tively) and no error analysis was conducted. As for Experiment 1,
reactiontimesbelow300msandabove1500ms(1.6%of thedata)
were excluded from the analyses, leaving on average 18 trials per
condition.
Simple primes
Therewasamaineffectof Relatedness[F(1,345)=4.75;p=0.03;
see Figure 2], with participants being 33ms faster to decide that
a target was a word when it was preceded by a related prime than
when it was preceded by an unrelated prime. There was no effect
of Prime Type and no interaction between Relatedness and Prime
Type (both Fs<1).
Complex whole-related primes
Therewasamaineffectof Relatedness[F(1,356)=6.43;p=0.01;
see Figure 2], with participants being 33ms faster to decide that
a target was a word when it was preceded by a related prime than
when it was preceded by an unrelated prime. There was no effect
of Prime Type and no interaction between Relatedness and Prime
Type (both Fs<1).
Complex component-related primes
The main effects of Relatedness and Prime Type were not signif-
icant [F(1, 369)=1.50;p=0.22; F <1, respectively]. However,
there was a signiﬁcant interaction between these factors [F(1,
371)=4.63;p=0.03; see Figure 2]. Follow-up analyses revealed
thattherewasasigniﬁcant52-msprimingeffectfromwordprimes
[F(1,164)=6.54;p=0.01],buttherewasnoprimingfromshort-
cut primes (F<1). In other words, the 17-ms difference favoring
the unrelated shortcut condition was not signiﬁcant.
DISCUSSION
As in Experiment 1, priming effects were obtained from
simple primes and whole-related complex word and shortcut
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FIGURE 2 | Results of Experiment 2: mean reaction times (ms) as a function of Relatedness and PrimeType for single-word primes (A), whole-related
complex primes (B) and component-related complex primes (C). Error bars show the SE.
primes. Additionally, there was a signiﬁcant priming effect from
component-relatedwordprimes(e.g.,seeyou),whichhadnotbeen
seen in Experiment 1. Thus, with extended prime duration and
clear visibility of the primes,the meaning of the individual words
(e.g., see and you) in the prime phrases became sufﬁciently acti-
vatedtoaffecttheprocessingof thetargets(e.g.,look).Bycontrast,
component-relatedshortcutprimes(e.g.,cu)didnotfacilitatetar-
get processing associated with a component of the prime (e.g.,
c u–l o o k), which suggests that the corresponding full word forms
(seeyou) were not retrieved even when there was plenty of time to
do so.
InExperiment2,themaineffectof PrimeType(wordvs.short-
cut) seen in Experiment 1 was not replicated. This is probably due
to the altered temporal structure of the trials. The primes now
began 1.5s before the targets, and primes and targets were sepa-
ratedbya500-msblankinterval.Thistimeintervalmayhavebeen
sufﬁcient for the global lexical activation elicited by shortcuts to
reachsimilarlevelstothatofwordsandthereforenoeffectofPrime
Typeonspeedoftheparticipants’responsestothetargetswasseen.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The goal of the present study was to investigate how readers
accessthemeaningof shortcuts,speciﬁcally,whetherlexicalaccess
is necessarily mediated by access to representations of the cor-
responding full forms, or whether shortcuts could be accessed
directly from their orthographic representations, as Brysbaert
et al. (2009) have argued for conventionalized acronyms. To
that end, semantic priming effects of simple (gr8/great – good),
whole-related (cu/see you – goodbye), and component-related
shortcut primes (cu/see you – look) were compared to the prim-
ing effects of the corresponding word primes, either presenting
masked (Experiment 1) or overt primes (Experiment 2)1.
Inbothexperiments,simpleandwhole-relatedshortcutprimes
had equivalent effects to the corresponding word primes. The
fact that these primes yielded facilitation in the masked prim-
ing experiment, where the time allowed for prime processing was
severely limited, demonstrates that these types of shortcuts can
rapidly activate their associated meanings, just like words. In the
masked priming experiment, component-related primes did not
facilitate the responses to the targets, regardless of their spelling.
In the overt priming experiment, only the word primes but not
the shortcut primes yielded component-related facilitation. It is
quiteremarkablethateveninExperiment2,whentherewasplenty
of processing time, the meanings of the components of complex
shortcut primes were not activated. Together,these results suggest
that shortcuts need not necessarily be recoded into words but that
participants had acquired direct access to the representations of
shortcuts.
Notethattheissueof whetherornotaccessingthemeaningof a
shortcutsrequiresaccesstothecorrespondingfullformisdifferent
from the issue of whether or not shortcuts activate phonological
representations. The current data do not speak to the latter issue.
1In both experiments most participants were women, reﬂecting the fact that the
large majority of the undergraduates in the School of Psychology at the Univer-
sity of Birmingham are female. It seems unlikely that young men would process
shortcuts differently from young women, but this should be assessed in further
research.
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Thus,itmayormaynotbethecasethattheshortcutsspk activates
the phonological form [spi:k], and it may or may not be the case
thattheshortcutcu activatesthephonologicalform[si:ju:],which
happenstobehomophonoustothephonologicalformof thecor-
responding set of words “see you.” This issue could be addressed
in further research (see also Perea et al., 2009). However, the cur-
rent data do suggest that participants reading lol probably did not
activatethefullphonologicalrepresentation[lA:f aUtlaUd]of the
corresponding full form. In future experiments,it would be inter-
esting to investigate whether there is rapid access to the meaning
of shortcuts via their phonological representations (e.g., by com-
paring two types of shortcuts: phonological ones like cu and true
acronyms like lol).
The difference in the results seen for component-related word
primesinthetwoexperimentsneedsfurtherexplanation.Thefact
that the multiple-word phrases presented in the present experi-
ment have shortcut equivalents indicates that these phrases are
frequently used (though there might be exceptions,e.g.,laugh out
loud,whereshortcutsovertakethespokenfullformsinfrequency).
These phrases are probably processed in much the same way as
clichés (e.g.,conquer the world) and decompositional idioms (e.g.,
pop the question). Such lexicalized phrases can have their own
lemma representations (e.g., Sprenger et al., 2006), which can
be activated before the meanings of the component words (e.g.,
Tabossi and Zardon, 1993, 1995). Similarly, the present results
imply that the meanings of the phrases used in the complex
prime condition were activated before the meanings of the com-
ponent words. In the masked priming experiment, the meanings
of the component words were not activated quickly enough to
affect the responses to the targets. In the overt priming experi-
ment, the meaning of the whole phrase as well as the meanings
of the individual words within the phrase were activated, result-
ing in signiﬁcant priming effects for both component-related and
whole-related word primes.
The present results suggest that readers can retrieve the mean-
ings of familiar shortcuts without prior access to the correspond-
ingfullforms.ThisisinlinewithconclusionsbyPereaetal.(2009)
and Brysbaert et al. (2009). Brysbaert et al. (2009) found priming
effectsofsimilarsizefromwordsandacronymsandconcludedthat
everyday acronyms could directly access their meaning. The cur-
rent study leads to the same conclusion with respect to shortcuts.
Therefore,it appears that shortcuts and acronyms are represented
in the mental lexicon and retrieved in very similar ways, even
though acronyms are used in spoken and written language, while
shortcuts are rarely found in spoken language. The processing of
both acronyms and shortcuts appears to be very similar to the
processing of regular words.
Of course, direct access is not the only way of processing
shortcuts. Most readers probably know which full forms com-
mon shortcuts are derived from (e.g., that cu is derived from see
you). Thus for some shortcuts direct and mediated access might
occur in parallel. This proposal is related to dual-route models
proposed elsewhere in psycholinguistics, for instance for read-
ing aloud (for discussion see Frost, 1998; Coltheart et al., 2001)
and for the processing of morphologically complex words (e.g.,
Baayen and Schreuder, 1999, 2000). The relative efﬁciency of the
tworoutesislikelytodependonanumberofvariables.Onewould,
for instance, expect the direct route to be stronger for very famil-
iar than for unfamiliar shortcuts and, of course, non-existent for
novelshortcuts,forwhichthereaderhastoconstructthemeaning
from the components2. Task demands may also affect the rel-
ative importance of the two routes (see also Macizo and Bajo,
2006). For instance, Ganushchak et al. (2010b) presented short-
cutsandpseudo-shortcutswithembeddeddigits(e.g.,4u vs.4y)as
primesinaparityjudgmenttask,whereparticipantshadtodecide
whetherdisplaysshowedevenoroddnumbersof dots.Theresults
demonstrated that the number concepts associated with the dig-
its in shortcut and pseudo-shortcut primes were brieﬂy activated,
implying that both types of primes were decomposed into their
components. The number concepts in existing shortcuts, but not
in pseudo-shortcuts, were quickly deactivated, presumably due
to inhibition arising from the activation of the meanings of the
whole shortcuts. In line with the present ﬁndings, these results
demonstrate that shortcuts quickly activate their meaning, but
contrarytothepresentﬁndings,theyalsoimplythatthemeanings
of the components of the shortcuts are activated as well. A pos-
sible reason for the difference in the results of the two studies is
thatthenumberconceptsweredirectlyrelevanttotheparityjudg-
ment task, but not to the lexical decision task used in the present
study.
In sum, together with previous ﬁndings, the present results
imply that familiar shortcuts, much like conventional acronyms,
can be accessed directly, even though mediated access is possible.
Nevertheless shortcuts are generally read more slowly than tradi-
tional words. In spite of appearing frequently in certain types of
text, most shortcuts are probably still encountered less frequently
than their corresponding full forms, and this may affect the efﬁ-
ciencyofboththedirectandthemediatedroutetotheirmeanings.
Itwillbeinterestingtoseewhethereventuallytheincreasingusage
of shortcuts in everyday language will close the gap to regular
words so that shortcuts become just like any other words of the
language.
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Frequency [F(1, 166)=3.25;p=0.04]. For the low-frequency shortcuts there was
no difference between the related (542ms; SD=130ms) and unrelated conditions
(544ms; SD=136ms; F <1). For the high-frequency shortcuts, however, partici-
pants were 128ms faster deciding that target was a word when it was preceded by
a related (499ms; SD=182ms) shortcut than by an unrelated shortcut [627ms;
SD=156ms; F(1, 21)=10.75;p=0.003]. No such interaction was found in the
overt priming task, possibly because in the overt priming task there was more time
available to process prime, so any initial difﬁculties of processing of low-frequency
shortcuts was overcome by the time response was given.
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APPENDIX
MATERIALS
TableA1 | Related and unrelated word and shortcut prime-target pairs.
Prime Target
Related Unrelated
Simple 2day/today ppl/people Now
2nite/tonight thx/thanks Later
4ever/forever sum1/someone Always
b4/before sry/sorry Earlier
dinr/dinner skool/school Food
gr8/great pls/please Good
grats/congratulations in2/into Praise
h8/hate m8/mate Anger
in2/into grats/congratulatons Like
jk/joke 2day/today Laughter
m8/mate h8/hate Friend
msg/message spk/speak Text
pls/please gr8/great Request
ppl/people w8/wait Crowd
skool/school dinr/dinner Education
spk/speak msg/message Talk
sry/sorry b4/before Apology
sum1/someone 4ever/forever Person
thx/thanks 2nite/tonight Gratitude
w8/wait jk/joke Stop
Complex whole-related* 4u/for you cu/see you Gift/present
bff/best friend for ever werru/where are you Loyalty/trust
brb/be right back lol/laugh out loud Break/busy
cu/see you 4u/for you Goodbye/farewell
g2g/got to go omg/oh my god Leave/bye
gf/girl friend ruok/are you ok Love/relationship
lol/laugh out loud brb/be right back Fun/smile
omg/oh my god g2g/got to go Shock/suprise
ruok/are you ok gf/girl friend Concern/worry
werru/where are you bff/best friend forever Location/lost
Complex: component related** 4u/for you cu/see you Myself/self
bff/best friend forever werru/where are you Worst/greatest
brb/be right back lol/laugh out loud Front/behind
cu/see you 4u/for you Look/hear
g2g/got to go omg/oh my god Come/move
gf/girl friend ruok/are you ok Enemy/buddy
lol/laugh out loud brb/be right back Quiet/noise
omg/oh my god g2g/got to go Heaven/almighty
ruok/are you ok gf/girl friend Wwrong/right
werru/where are you bff/best friend forever When/there
*Each complex prime was paired with two different related targets.
**The component of the phrase to which a target was related is shown in italics.
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